Introducing ESG Ready — the simple solution you need to get ready for the new EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation

Financial services firms are being asked by governments and regulators to re-orientate capital flows towards sustainable finance and increase transparency by integrating ESG factors into their investment processes and customer disclosures.

In March 2021, the EU Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation will come into effect, introducing new obligations and standards for all firms selling financial products within or into the European Union.

The Regulation is complex; it interacts with multiple existing regulatory regimes (such as MiFID2) and comes into effect in phases—meaning constant monitoring will be required to ensure compliance.

We have embedded our market leading EU financial services expertise within a simple and cost-effective digital product, powered by Ashurst Advance Digital, making it your one-stop shop for ESG regulatory compliance.

Let Ashurst help you get ESG Ready!
Cost-efficiency and pricing certainty
Classifications and creation of obligations checklists can be carried out in seconds rather than hours or days, all for a single fixed price.

Project management and reporting
Proactively manage compliance with the in-product dashboard, task management, search, filtering and exporting functionality.

Organisation and regulatory confidence
Creates a single source of truth for your entire compliance programme, with advanced auditing capability to provide you with a complete record.

Streamlined change management
Optimises every stage of the regulatory change process with intelligent workflow and in-product notifications to provide complete visibility.

Complete reliance
Delivers automated legal advice through a simple self-assessment questionnaire, allowing you to categorise in-scope entities quickly and efficiently.

To arrange a demonstration please contact ESGReady@ashurst.com
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